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EURO LPG Bottle type with full European Adapter set to refill  

 

INSTRUCTION 

 

Welcome to instruction from LPGADAPTER.COM 

In this instruction we will show you what the Bottle Adapter, EURO Bottle type with full European 

Adapter set, looks like and what it is you should receive in your envelope. 

In the envelope you will receive 2 flyers, both of them are with other products that we have 

selected that should be of interest to you and are available through our online shop. 

From LPGCLEANER.COM there are IC12 and ICV propane fuel additives please visit the site for 

full details. 

From LPGGPL.COM and LPGADAPTER.com you will find a list of other adapters for different 

types of bottles and autogas refilling.  

This LPG Propane Refill kit is NOT for POL reverse thread type bottles 

http://www.lpgadapter.com/
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STEP BY STEP 

Removing the valve from packaging, you will notice 6 pieces. 

Starting with EURO type bottle adapter and the one way safety valve unit, identifiable by a visible 

ball in the centre. 

Remove and identify all 6 units from packaging. 

 The EURO bottle adapter  

 The One Way Valve Unit 

 The Bayonet Adapter 

 The ACME Adapter 

 The Euro Nozzle Type adapter 

 The Dish Type adapter 

 

EXAMPLE 

For refilling in Germany we use ACME 

To assemble the bottle adapter start by screwing the one way valve in to the EURO adapter noting 

the ‘O’ ring being present, tighten hand tight 

With the EURO and One Way Valve assembled, a selection of filling gun adapters can be 

attached depending on the country refilling takes place. 

Try to fit all adapters, familiarise yourself with the kit, making sure the ‘O’ rings are in good 

condition. 

Full list of major countries and the adapters found in use there, is supplied with the kit. 

Please have a look at our other video, the refilling of propane cylinder. 

The EURO Bottle Adapter is now ready for use. 

Thank you for watching and don’t forget to subscribe to our channel. 

 


